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Tools for Gentle Natural

Horsemanship Training
by Missy Wryn

W

hile participating as a speaker at a horse expo, a
trainer was booed right out of the ring after the
horse she was “training” collapsed in despair, drenched
in sweat and physically shaking in fear. The crowd
grew angrier as the trainer continued to work with
the horse, attempting to get him on his feet. It was a
horrific, shameful sight as the trainer left the arena
with the echoes of “Booo!” ringing in her ears.
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In my travels I’m witnessing a growing
number of people recognizing their horses
have emotions and feelings they can no longer
ignore. Their fuzzy motorcycle doesn’t want
to be with them, turns away or runs off and
has to be coaxed with food. I find myself
surrounded by bewildered horse owners who
are discovering their relationship with their
horse is one-sided, leaving them on the outside
of the herd. Many can no longer bear witnessing
their trainer take a whip to their horse, or can
no longer tolerate being yelled at or ridiculed
for not showing their horse who the “boss” is.
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A rope halter with a 12’
lead (without the metal
snap) is a very important
communication tool.

Then there are the people who seek me out
to express their skepticism of gentler natural
horse training with safer bitless riding. To those
people I simply pose the question: “Would you
go to your grandpa’s dentist?” The answer is
always a resounding “No way!” “Well, why
not?” I ask. The answers are always the same:
“Those days were barbaric” and/ or “Research
and technology have improved; we know so
much more now.” Well, the same goes for horse
care and training, right? Why would we continue down a path that no longer serves us? If
we want gentle, meaningful relationships with
our horses, why would we choose methods that
use force, pain and fear?
The most common fear expressed to me is:
“My horse will run away if I take the bit out
of their mouth.” To that my response is “You
might want to reconsider your relationship with
your horse if your horse would rather get away
from you.” I explain, “Horses are hard-wired to
require a herd leader at all times, even in your
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herd of two, you and your horse. If you are your
horse’s herd leader, they will trust you and their
natural response is to not leave your side. If it
takes force or pain to keep your horse with you,
is that the kind of relationship you really want,
one based out of fear?”
What most of us want is to experience a horse
who wants to be with us, returns our affection,
wants to explore new trails and have exciting,
new adventures with us. A horse who looks out
for us, takes care of us and can find their way
home in the rain, snow or light of the moon with
us safely on their back. That relationship is possible and here’s what you need to get started:
halter with 12’ lead rope that attaches
• Rope
with an eyelet (no metal clip)
stick to be used as an extension
• 4’of training
your hand
understanding of prey animal
• Basic
psychology and neuro-transmission
• Mindfulness of emotions and body language

In the upcoming issue, Missy explains how
to apply your natural horsemanship tools,
effectively invoking your horse’s natural
instinct to recognize you as their herd leader
without using fear, force or food.
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